For the members of Canadian band Stars, Capelton Hill is a place where things don't change. From Capelton Hill, the
new record from the band, is about this place, the relationships formed there, the inevitable decay of it all, and the joy
and life that happens in between. More than ever, From Capelton Hill feels like a direct channeling of Stars' decadeslong pursuit: "This band has always been us trying to navigate what it means to be inside a life that is going to end,"
says vocalist Amy Millan. "And we're getting closer."
Musically, the record feels like walking into Stars' familiar teenage bedroom. Campbell says it cuts to the band's
"founding principles": it's brimming with gothic, dazzling '80s and '90s Britpop arrangements, but rendered with
intimacy and warmth rather than with cold, digital remove. A wealth of horn and string arrangements unfold across
the record in true Stars fashion, romantic and macabre. The fretwork and key strokes feel closer than ever before;
Millan's and Campbell's vocals are tender and undressed, as if they cut all their takes together.
The music for From Capelton Hill was composed between Seligman and Cranley over the first half of 2020, and after
a first attempt to assemble the record from afar with mixed results, the band convened in Montreal to record with
Marcus Paquin and Jace Lasek at Studio MixArts, Lasek's Breakglass Studio, and the band's own space, Zoomer.
From Capelton Hill is about a group of people who have spent more than 20 years together, and who have now
started to face the awful, necessary calculus each human eventually must do: when will all of this end? The lyrics of
"Capelton Hill," in its bittersweet, end-of-season farewell to the ramshackle house in North Hatley, offer a useful
equation: "Close up the house for one more year, wave to the lake and drive away/That feeling in your chest, it isn't
fear, it's just the passing of the day."
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new record from the band, is about this place, the relationships formed there, the inevitable decay of it all, and the joy
and life that happens in between. More than ever, From Capelton Hill feels like a direct channeling of Stars' decadeslong pursuit: "This band has always been us trying to navigate what it means to be inside a life that is going to end,"
says vocalist Amy Millan. "And we're getting closer."
"I guess what From Capelton Hill means to me is from memory, from the past, from a place that seems permanent
but isn't, and I think that that sense of impermanence is a big part of what's in the record," says vocalist Torquil
Campbell. "Capelton Hill is a place where things in my mind, in my life, they've never changed. And yet it will go."
Musically, the record feels like walking into Stars' familiar teenage bedroom. Campbell says it cuts to the band's
"founding principles": it's brimming with gothic, dazzling '80s and '90s Britpop arrangements, but rendered with
intimacy and warmth rather than with cold, digital remove. A wealth of horn and string arrangements unfold across
the record in true Stars fashion, romantic and macabre. The fretwork and key strokes feel closer than ever before;
Millan's and Campbell's vocals are tender and undressed, as if they cut all their takes together.
The music for From Capelton Hill was composed between Seligman and Cranley over the first half of 2020, and after
a first attempt to assemble the record from afar with mixed results, the band convened in Montreal to record with
Marcus Paquin and Jace Lasek at Studio MixArts, Lasek's Breakglass Studio, and the band's own space, Zoomer.
Lead single "Pretenders" follows a triumphant, romantic, Thelma and Louise-level commitment to seeing things
through, even as the walls close in: "We laid our bets, we made our beds on staying young forever," Millan and
Campbell sing in harmony on the soaring indie-anthem chorus. Millan wrote the song's lyrics as a "love letter" to
Campbell and her memories of the band's origins.
The record closes on the tender, acoustic "Snowy Owl," the final chapter in the long, winding book that the two have
been writing for decades, about two characters that continue to try to be together but keep destroying one another.
Campbell says the song is the epilogue to their stories. "I don't know what comes after," he says. "I just make records
about other people and in the end, they turn out to be about me."
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started to face the awful, necessary calculus each human eventually must do: when will all of this end? The lyrics of
"Capelton Hill," in its bittersweet, end-of-season farewell to the ramshackle house in North Hatley, offer a useful
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